
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LOTTERY

In the short story "The Lottery," author Shirley Jackson creates a very shocking and horrifying situation through the use
of characterization, setting, and the theme.

The name Summers subtly identifies the mood of the short story as well as the administrator himself, "jovial" ,
auspicious, and bright. Learning what the "winner" really gets is all the more horrifying because we have
expected the opposite. However, the villagers show some anxiety toward the event. Willis 01 October Fear is
Dangerous Theme is the central message that an author is trying to make. Sometimes, an author paints a
frightfully realistic picture of life and forces us to reconsider the fairytale. The kind of evil and malevolence
presented in this short story goes beyond human violence since all is done calmly and in unity. Summers in the
administration of the lottery - has a name that might well signify the tragic undercurrent, which does not
become meaningful until the end of the story. They are unaffected by the out come except for the victim of
their collaborate murder. Though this story is not dominated by many actions, characterization is well defined
by the few actions the characters are involved. More so, the unfolding of events in this short story seems as if
Jackson is revealing the hypocrisy and evil-nature of human kind. The village is set in the modern day;
however, it is still a completely patriarchal society. Then there is the marker ballots in the lottery box: paper
and wood chips. The lottery itself is tense. Back then, when people understood the ritual fully, a person would
be proud in being he who saves the village from the angry gods and appease them with his life so that his
people would have a good harvest and eat. Also, it is odd for these people to celebrate Halloween but not
Christmas, Easter or Thanksgiving. There's always been a lottery Hutchinson comes running late all the men
are sure to mention her to her husband before conversing with her. This careless statement captures Jackson's
stubborn assertion of her individuality, as well as her mother's disapproval. Most important, by choosing
stoning it makes it clear that it is the society, and not an individual, that is the protagonist. Otherwise, one
would think that a decorative table on the platform would be a more respectable object for such a revered
ritual. Jackson uses irony and comedy to suggest an underlying evil, hypocrisy, and weakness of human kind.
This quite evident in the way such evils presented in this short story are happening in just friendly atmosphere,
reflecting the camouflaging nature of humans. They are sending someone to their grave. The introduction of
the black box then is the obvious key turning point for the setting. But it doesn't stop there, not with stoning.
Spring  Jackson's narrator tells us that "no one liked to upset even as much tradition as was represented by the
black box. It is well done that even though Jackson revealed these depressing depictions, she was careful to
incorporate the most fragile thread of hope: The Adams and the Dunbars. However, Literary Fiction provides
a theme that deals with issues that could change society. Such a beginning lures the unwary reader into a
comfortable lull. The tradition of stoning is a very well picked example by Jackson. They give no care
whatsoever: they are safe, thus they are happy, and so they laugh. The narrator's perspective seems completely
aligned with the villagers', so events are narrated in the same matter-of-fact, everyday manner that the
villagers use. But, have you ever wondered how much your traditions have changed since when they were
started. Jackson saw a second level of human nature, an inner identity lurking beneath the one which
outwardly conforms with society's expectations. Delacroix is brought out in the story as being highly
determined and quick tempered lady. It is queer how even though the lottery is such an important day the
villagers would put the box in such strange places. It tells the story of a small town that holds a lottery each
year. Furthermore, children and childishness appear as metaphors for individuals liberated from the single,
ordinary reality imposed by society.


